I am supporting the jailbreaking of smart phones/tablets due to the operating systems boundaries. I am a high school student, and I am always interested in the way new technologies work and how they can be put to their full use. Any device should be legal to jailbreak because it is the owner’s property and they should be able to do whatever they want with the device. I’m on iOS on the iPod touch and jailbreaking my device has given it so much more potential from certain tweaks. For example, SBSettings is a tweak which will allow the user to quickly toggle things such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Location Services, brightness, airplane mode etc. Instead of going into settings and checking all your toggles. Also there are other tweaks like Winterboard which will allow the user to use custom themes with their iOS devices. Please do not make jailbreaking devices illegal! It should be the owner’s decision whether he/she would like to void the warranty on their devices!